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Abstract 
Nikiel, J., H.M. Tuncali and E.D. Tymchatyn, A locally connected rim-countable continuum 
which is the continuous image of no arc, Topology and its Applications 42 (1991) 83-93. 
It is known that rim-finite and, more generally, hereditarily locally connected continua are 
continuous images of ordered continua and are rim-countable. The second named author has 
recently shown that continuous images of locally connected and rim-countable continua behave 
much like continuous images of ordered continua. However, in this paper a locally connected 
(necessarily nonmetric) rim-countable continuum is constructed which is the continuous image 
of no ordered continuum. 
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1. Introduction 
When dealing with the class %’ of continuous images of ordered continua, a 
problem arises to find large subclasses of %‘. The purpose of this paper is to show 
that the class of all locally connected and rim-countable continua is not contained 
in %. This class appears in a very natural way in considerations of the main problem. 
Our result solves some problems posed in [14,15,21). 
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Below, we consider HausdorfI spaces only and “continuum” means “compact 
and connected space”. Ordered continua are often called (HausdorfI) arcs. They 
are locally connected, and so each member of the class % must be a locally connected 
continuum. 
Let X be a compact space and F be a family of closed subsets of X. We will say 
that F is a null-family in X if for each open cover U of X the subfamily {FE F: 
F is contained in no U E U} is finite. In this definition we do not assume that 
members of F are either nondegenerate or pairwise disjoint. Obviously, F is a 
null-family if and only if, for every pair of pairwi se disjoint closed subsets A and 
B of X, the inequality F n A Z (b # F n B holds for finitely many F E F only. If X 
is met&able and d is a metric on X, then F is a null-family if and only if, for each 
positive real number E, the collection {FE F: diam F 3 E} is finite. Hence, if X is 
metrizable, then each null-family of pairwise disjoint, nondegenerate, closed subsets 
of X is at most countable. Observe that if F is a null-family in X which consists 
of pairwise disjoint sets, then the decomposition of X into members of F and single 
points is upper semi-continuous. 
Recall that a space X is said to be scattered if every nonempty subset of X 
contains an isolated point of itself. Each compact and countable space is scattered 
and metrizable. Moreover, a compact and metrizable space is scattered if and only 
if it is countable. 
We will say that a space X is rim-finite (respectively rim-countable, rim-scattered 
or rim-metrizable) provided it has a basis B of open sets such that, for every U c B, 
Bd( U) is finite (respectively countable, scattered or metrizable). 
Now, let us introduce some subclasses of the class .JZ of all locally connected 
continua and recall relations among them: 
(1) A = the class of all metrizable locally connected continua; 
(2) A’ = the class of all rim-metrizable locally connected continua; 
(3) &, = the class of all locally connected continua which admit a basis B such 
that Bd( U) is metrizable and zero-dimensional for each U E B; 
(4) 9 = the class of all rim-finite continua (they are often called regular 
continua); 
(5) 9 = the class of all rimacountable ocally connected contitiua (i&y are often 
called rational continua); 
(6) 9 = the class of all rim-scattered locally connected continua; 
(7) 9 = the class of all dendrons (a continuum X is a dendron if for all x, y E X, 
x Z y, there exists z E X such that x and y are in distinct components of X -{z}; 
dendrons are often called trees, dendritic spaces or dendrites); 
(8) % = the class of ;dll finitely Suslinian continua (a continuum X is jinitely 
Suslinian if each family of pairwise AL;-: U.sJulnt nondegenerate cubcontinua of _X is a 
null-family); 
(9) %‘= the class of all hereditarily locally connected continua (X is hereditarily 
locally connected if each subcontinuum of X is locally connected); 
(10) d = the class of al! ordered continua; and 
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(11) &’ = the class of all arc-connected locally connected continua (X is cprc- 
connected if for all x, y E X, x # y there exists an ordered continuum Y such that 
X,YE YCX). 
In the diagrams below + denotes inclusion of spaces. 
Theorem 1. 
Moreover, % n %! = % n 9. 
The results contained in Theorem 1 have a very long history which starts about 
1914 with the well-known Hahn-Mazurkiewicz theorem: A (Hausdorfl) space is u 
continuous image of the closed interval [0, 1] sf ree! numbers if and only bf it s a 
metrizable locally connected continuum. The Ha, -Mazurkiewicz theorem gives the 
inclusion & c %. 
In 1960 MardeS [9] discovered that &‘# .JZ and concluded that % # 2 because 
% c d’. The latter inclusion was proved later in [7,25]. In 1967 MardeSic [ 101 
proved that % c A’; this result was recently improved in [ 161. About 6974 Brouwer, 
Cornette and Pearson gave independent proofs that SJ c %, [ 1,2,17]. Then, about 
li)75, it was shown that Si= %; [lg, 261. In 1977 a pro& appeared that W= ?Z, [23], 
and I,F 1988 it was proved that Z = %?, [la], while it was well known that & c S@ c SC 
%GVand.&nZVc&n~ ( see e.g. [27,2?]), The fact that %?‘c % together with a 
characterization of continua in the ciass %’ given in [ 131 gave a proof of the inclusion 
%‘c 3, [ 141. A similar argument was then employed in [ 161 to show that %’ n 9~ 
gnn. 
In view of our present result there are only three inclusions which possibly can 
be added to the diagram in Theorem 1. Let us state them in the following: 
Prddem. Does it follow that % = Sp?; !% c CaQ’?; S= &‘? 
The first of the above question 
on the internal structure of conti 
r other open problems 
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For more results, references and historical information concerning continuous 
images of ordered continua the reader is referred to the survey papers [20,15]. 
ln 1969 Filippov developed a useful method for constructing nonmetric spaces 
with certain properties ([5]; see also [4] for a more general method). The main idea 
is to replace some points of the square by copies of the simple closed curve. Under 
the assumption of the continuum hypothesis (which is necessary in order to find 
an appropriate subset of [O, l]’ of points to be replaced), Filippov constructed a
perfectly normal and locally connected continuum which is nonmetrizable. This 
continuum is in the class AL and it does not belong to %. Recently Gruenhage [6] 
used a similar (but more careful) argument to construct, again under the assumption 
of the continuum hypothesis, a perfectly normal and locally connected continuum 
which belongs to AL and not to .#. 
In Section 4 we give a construction of our example X which is a decomposition 
space of a certain Filippov-type space (however, X is not perfectly normal). Section 
2 is devoted to recalling Filippov’s construction. We need also some auxiliary 
constructions involving the Sierpiriski universal plane curve and its decomposition 
spaces. These are given in Section 3. 
By I we wil! denote the interval [0, 11. Recall that a point x of a space X is said 
to be a kwd separating poird of X provided it has a connected open neighbourhood 
U such that U -{x} is not connected. Recall also that a (continuous and closed) 
surjection f: X + Y is said to be irreducible provided f( 2) # Y for every closed and 
proper subset 2 of X. 
2. Filippov’s construction 
Let C=({O,l}xl)u(lx{O,l})~I’and Bbeasubsetof 1*-C. Wearegoing 
to construct a space Ye by “replacing” each point of B by a copy of C. 
For every b E B let & : Z* - { 6) + C denote the radial projection from the center 
b. Let Y,=(I*- B) u (B x C) and let 7r s : Ys + Z* be defined as follows: rB(y) = y 
ify E 1* - B, and ns(y) = b provided p = (b, f) E B x C. For each b E B and nonemptv 
subset W of C, we let V( 6, W) = T;‘&‘( W)u({b} x W). We take YB with the 
topology introduced by the subbasis for open sets which consists of all sets of the 
form either &( U), where U is an open subset of I*, or V(b, W), where 6 E B and 
W is a nonempty open subset of C. 
Let us list some properties of the space Ys. We omit the proofs which are easy 
and straightforward (see also [4,5]). 
(1) If B, is a basis for I* and B2 is a basis for C, then the family of all sets of 
the form either ?r;‘(U), UE B,, or n;‘(U)n V(6, W), where UEB,, WE 
6 E U n B, is a basis for YB* Hence, the weight of Ys is max{K,, IBI} and YD is 
first-countable. 
(2) Yn is a Hausdorff space. 
(3) Y[J is compact. 
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(4) Ye is connected and locally connected. 
(5) Ye is separable. In fact, let P be a countable dense subset of I*. For each 
x E P let y, be a point of w;‘(x). Then (y, : x E P} is a countable dense subset of Ye. 
(6) The function Q : Ys 
it is irreducible. 
+ I* is a continuous and monotone surjection. Moreover, 
(7) {{b} x C: b E B} = { ri*( b): b E B} is a null-family of pairwise disjoint closed 
subsets of Ye. 
Lemma 2. If A c B c I* - C, then there exists a (unique) map TT : Y6 + YA such that 
mB = VA 0 T. This map is continuous,. monotone and irreducible. 
Proof. Let 
if ye I’-Bc YB, 
if y=(b, t)E(B-A)xCc YB, 
if y=(a, t)EAxCc YB. 
Then 7~ is a well-defined function and mB = ?rA 0 l ,. Since (rri’( b): b E B} is a 
null-family, it follows that (?ri’( b): b E B - A} is a null-family. Since {w,‘(b): 
b E B - A} = (m-l(x): x E YA and V-‘(X) is nondegenerate), it follows that tr is 
continuous. 0 
. 
3. An auxiliary metric construction 
First, recall the standard construction of the Sierpinski universal plane curve S 
and some properties of S (see e.g. [8, pp. 275-276; 281). 
The set of straight-line segments of the form either (k/3”} x Z or I x {k/3”}, where 
kE{l,.. l ,3” - I}, divide the square I* into 9” isometric (closed) subsquares, for 
n=O,l,.... Let K, denote the family of all such subsquares for a given nonnegative 
integer rt, We apply an induction to construct a subfarizily L, of 
(i’]. Suppose ~h8-8’: sornc L, is hiready defined. For each LE L, let 
L’c L}. Then Kk,, consists of 9 isometric squares. Exactly one 
of them does not touch the sides of L. Denote it by KL. Let 
VU)= 
Put S” = u for n=O,l,... Let S = nTzO Sn. Then S is a locally connected 
subcontinuum of Z* and I* - S has countably many components C, , Cz, . . . . All 
components of I*- S are (open) squares with disjoint closures. Moreover, 
w,,c*,--1 is a null-family. Hence, {Bd( C,), Bd( C,), . . . ) is a null-family of 
pairwise disjoint sets. Let F denote the decom sition of S into points and sets 
Bd(C,), n = 1,2,. . . . Then the quotient space S/ s homeomorphic to I* (see [ 121). 
Let p:S+S/ = Z* denote the quotient map. 
The following lemma shows that S can be obtained with the use of Filip 
method. 
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Lemma 3. If A c I’- C is a countable and dense subset of 12, then there is a 
homeomorphism h : YA + S of YA onto the Sierpiliski curve S. 
Proof. Note that YA - nil(A) is homeomorphic to I2 -A. Each finite graph in YA 
can be approximated by a homeomorphic graph in YA - 7$(A). Hence, each graph 
in YA is planar. Since YA has no separating point, it is a planable locally connected 
continuum by Claytor’s theorem (see [ 111). Since YA has no local separating point, 
it is homeomorphic to S by Whybum’s theorem [28]. 0 
Let 
M= ,3”-l},n=O, l,... 
u{Ix{s}:k{O ,..., 3”-l),n=O,l,... }. 
Then M is the family of all horizontal and all vertical straight-line segments in I2 
which contain the center of some component of I2 - S. Let us fix some enumeration 
M={M,,M2,... }. Let ni be such that either Mi = { ( 1 + 2k)/(2 l 39)) x I or Mi = 
Ix {(1+2k)/(2 l 3”i)) and 1+2k is not a multiple of 3. 
Let M{ denote the family of all components of Mi n 4 provided j a ni (see Fig. 
1). It follows that M’ = U { Mj : j 2 ni, i = 1,2, . . . } is a null-family. 
Fig. 1. 
Let AFi=(KnS:KeM{} for any iE{1,2,...} and jE{ni,ni+l,...}, and set 
N=U{N{:j3ni,i=1,2,.. }={KnS: KEM’} and Ni=U{N{:jani} for i= 
192 , . . . . Since M’ is a null-family, each one of N and Ni, i = 1,2, . . . ) is a null-family 
as *well. Let J= (j, , j,, . . , 
N:‘uN:‘w~. 
) be a sequence of integers uch that ji 2 ni. Put N(i) = 
Since MnM’nS=(d for all M, M’E 
(j”) is 8 nulll=family of pairwise disjoint closed subsets of S. 
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decomposition G(i) of S into members of N(J) and points is upper semi-continuous. 
Let p(j) : S + T(j) = S/G(J) denote the quotient map and space, respectively. 
Lemma 4. T(~) is a rim-finite (metric) continuum. 
Proof. Let X, y E S - UM with x f y. Choose Mi E M such that Mi separates x and 
y in 12. Then p(J)(Ni) is a finite set which separates p(i)(x) from p(i)(y) in T(i)). 
By [27, Ch. V, (4.4), p. 981, T(f) is rim-finite. Cl 
Lemma 5. Let X and Y be continua and f: X + Y a continuous map. Suppose that 
(y E Y: f -l(y) is nondegenerate) consists of a single pointy,+ Y If both Yandf -i(yO) 
are metrizable and rim-$nite, then X is metrizable and rim-countable. Indeed, X has 
a countable basis E such that, for each U E E, Bd( U) is a countable subset of the set 
f -‘(A v (yO)) where A = (y E Y: y is a local separating point of Y). 
Proof. It is obvious that X has countable network weight and therefore it is 
metrizable (see [3, Theorem 3.1.19, p. 1711). The proof is then a particular case of 
the argument given in [24, pp. 310-3111. Cl 
4. The example 
Theorem 6. There exists a locally connected and rim-countable continuum X which is 
a continuous image of no ordered continuum. 
Proof. We are going to construct X as a decomposition space X = Ye 
Filippov-type space YB, where B is a suitably chosen uncountable sub 
Let A c I2 - C be a countable dense subset of I2 and let h : t\ --, S be a homeo- 
morphism given in Lemma 3. 
Since !+I?’ is a null-family of subsets of S and VA 0 h-’ is continuous, 
{rr,(h-l(N)): NE N} is a null-family of subsets of 12. Henc 
{vA(h-I(N)): iV E Ni) is a null-family, i = 1,2,. . . . Note that, for every 
set vrA(h-‘(N)) is a (nondegenerate) subarc of 2’. Moreover, if N E 
nA( h-‘( N)) is a subset of the arc nA( h-‘( Mi n S)). 
The set C’-CUU~~-._,+, q (K’( Mi n S)) is a union of countably many subarcs of 
12. Hence, Z2 - C’ is a dense G6-subset of 12. Therefore I2 - C’ contains a subset 
D homeomorphic to the Cantor set. We let B’ be an uncountable subset of D (for 
example B’ = D) and B = A u B’. In order to define the required decomposition of 
Ys, we first construct a sequence 3= {j, , j,, . . . } of positive integers. 
for each xe12-C, 4,:Z 2 - fx} + C is a radial projection from the ce 
denote a metric on 12. 
ForanyxED,jE{ni~ni+1,...}andiE(1,2,...},let 
#i(x, j) = max(diam &( nA( ‘I,. 
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Observe that if x E D, then limj,oo $&j) = 0. Hence, we can define an integer 
&(x) 3 ni as ci(x) = min{j: $i(X,j) < l/i}. It is not difficult to see that the fxrction 
~i:D+(1,2,... } is upper semi-continuous, i.e., 6;’ ((k, k + 1, . . . }) is a closed subset 
of D for each positive integer k. Since D is compact, there exists an integer ji such 
that 6(x) sji for each x E D. We have the following property of the number ji (see 
Fig. 2): 
if x E D, i is a positive integer, N E N$ and s, t E C with d (s, t) 2 l/ i, 
then either &*(s)n~,(h-‘(A!))=@ or &‘(t)n?r,(h-l(N))=@. (*) 
In fact, since ji 3 ei( X)- we have l/i> $i(X, ti(X)) 2 #i(x, ji) (recall that N{ is a 
refinement of N{’ if j 3 j’). 
Let J=(j,, j,, . . . ) and N(J) = N:‘v N2 v l l . . By Lemma 2, there is a map j2 
T: Ye + YA such that ?rB = WA 0 7~. Let H = { K1( h-‘( N)): N E N(f)}. Recall that 
N(l) is a null-family of pairwise disjoint closed subsets of S. Obviously, H is a 
family of pair-wise disjoint closed subsets of Ys. We show that, by our choice of 
the sequence j7 it is a null-family as well. 
Claim 6.1. H is a null-family of subsets of YB. 
Suppose that H is not a null-family, i.e., there exist disjoint closed subsets F and 
G of Ys such that F n H # 0 # G n H for infinitely many sets HE H. Let F’ and 
G’ be open neighbourhoods of F and G, respectively, such that Cl( F’) n CI( G’) = 0. 
Let BI be the family of all open subsets of I2 which are squares with sides parallel 
to the sides of Z2. Obviously, Bt is a basis for 12. Let B be a family of all sets of 
the form either RS’( V) or ni*( U) n V( b, W), where V, U E B1, W is a connected 
open subset of C and b E B n U. Then B is a basis for YB. Hence, there exist sets 
F; ,..., F;,G; ,..., G:EBsuchthatFcFiu l 0 uFI,cF’andGcGiu l - u 
Gi c G’. There are sets F”E {F’, , . . . , Fij and G”E (G: , . . . , Gi} such that F’n H # 
8 f G”n H for infinitely many HI E H. Recall that { mA( h-‘( N)): N E N(T)} = 
(?rB(H): HE H} is a null-family of subsets of I’. Infinitely many members of this 
family meet both closed subsets vB( Cl( F”)) and r&Cl( G”)) of 12. Therefore 
7rB( C!( F”)) n rB(Cl( G”)) Z 0. Since F”, G” E B, Cl( F”) n Cl( G”) = 0 and B1 consists 
of sets with very simple boundaries, it follows that nB(Cl( F”)) n ~&!(C’j; ~ISPS~~ 
Q(h” (N)) C nA(h”(Miil 8) 
Fig. 2. 
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of a single p oint x such that x E l?. Moreover, there exist distinct points s, t E C such 
that, by tne Jordan curve theorem, &l(s) n Q(H) z 0 z (b;‘(t) n wB( H) for 
infinitely many H E H (see Fig. 3). If x E B’ c D we get a contradiction with the 
property (*) above (because ach family A$’ is finite). Consider the case when x E A. 
Since x is the unique common point of rrs(C1( F’)) and ?rs(Cl( G”)), and Cl( F”) n 
Cl(G’) = 0, it follows that r(Cl( F’)) and ~(cl(G’)) are disjoint closed subsets of 
YA. Moreover, m(Cl(F’)) n T(H) Z 0 Z rr(Cl( G’)) n r(H) for infinitely many H E 
H. This contradicts the fact that (T(H): H E }={h-‘(N): NEN(i)} is a null- 
family of subsets of YA. The proof of Claim 6.1 is complete. 
Let H’ denote the decomposition of YB into members of H and points. By Claim 
6.1 H’ is upper semi-continuous. Let f: Ye + X = YR/ H’ denote the quotient map 
and space, respectively. 
S!nce YB is a locally connected and separable continuum, X is aiao a locally 
connected and separable continuum. Since D n u(mA( h-‘( N)): N E N(i)} = 0, it 
follows that (f( RS’( b)): b E B’} is an uncountable null-family of pairwise disjoint 
closed subsets of X. Hence, X is not metrizable. By Treybig’s theorem [19], each 
separable space which is a continuous image of an ordered continuum must be 
metrizable. Therefore X is a continuous image of no ordered continuum. Now, it 
only remains to show that: 
Claim 6.2. X is rim-countable. 
The decomposition of X into sets f (gi’( b)), b E B’, and points gives us a (un 
map g:X+ T(J) such that gof =p(J)o ho r. Note that E ={g(f(H)j: HE 
{p(T)(N): N E N(T)} is the set of all local separating points of T(J)- Since T(T) is 
rim-finite, there exists a basis E of T(J) such that Bd( V) is a finite subset of E for 
every VE E. 
Recall that { n;*( 6): b E B’} is a null-family of pairwise disjoint copies of c in 
YB. Hence, {f( n;‘( 6)): b E B’} is a null-family of pairwise disjoint copies of c in 
X. Let b. e B’. Let J( bo) be the decomposition of X into sets f( 7&( b)), b E B’ - &I, 
and points. LY (6,): X + X ( 6,) = X/J( bo) denote the quotient map and space, 
respectively. en there is a (unique) continuous map /3(bJ: X(6,!, + T(.,O such 
‘1) 
Fig. 3. 
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that g = P&J 0 dd. 
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Obviously, /3( b,)-‘( t) is nondegenerate for exactly one point to = p(j’)( h( wi*( bO))) = 
g(f( &( b,))) of T(T), and p( b,)-‘( to) is homeomorphic to C. By Lemma 5, X( bo) 
has a basis Ejb,) such that, for each V E E( bo), Bd( V) is a countable subset of 
P(b,)-‘(E u {to)). 
Let x E X and U be an open neighbourhood of x in X. If x E X -f( m;‘(W)), 
then g-‘(g(x)) = (x} and V = T(F) - g(X - U) is an open neighbourhood of g(x) 
in T(T). Hence, there exists V’E E such that g(x) E V’c K Let U’= g-‘( V’). Then 
U* is an open neighbourhood of x in X such that U’c U. Obviously Bd( U’) c 
g-‘( Bd( V’)). Since Bd( V’) c E, Bd( V’) is finite and g-‘(s) is a singleton for every 
s E E, it follows that Bd( U’) is finite. 
Now, suppose that x ~f( t~g’( B’)). Then x =f( b,, co) for the unique points b, E B’ 
and cot C. Moreover, V = X( b,) - a( b,)(X - U) is an open neighbourhood of 
a(b,)(x) in X(b,). There exists V’E E(b,) such that a(b,)(x)c V’c Vi Let U’= 
a(bo)-‘( V’). Then U’ is an open subset of X, x E U’c U and Bd( U’) t a(b,)-’ 
(Bd( V’)). Observe that a(bo)-‘(s) is a singleton for each s E p(b,)-‘( E u {g(x)}). 
Since Bd( V’) is a countable subset of /iI(‘( E u {g(x)}), it follows that r&l{ U’5 
is countable. This completes the proof. 0 
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